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a b s t r a c t

We present PyZgoubi, a framework that has been developed based on the tracking engine Zgoubi to
model, optimise and visualise the dynamics in particle accelerators, especially fixed-field alternating-
gradient (FFAG) accelerators. We show that PyZgoubi abstracts Zgoubi by wrapping it in an easy-to-use
Python framework in order to allow simple construction, parameterisation, visualisation and optimisa-
tion of FFAG accelerator lattices. Its object oriented design gives it the flexibility and extensibility
required for current novel FFAG design. We apply PyZgoubi to two example FFAGs; this includes
determining the dynamic aperture of the PAMELA medical FFAG in the presence of magnet misalign-
ments, and illustrating how PyZgoubi may be used to optimise FFAGs. We also discuss a robust definition
of dynamic aperture in an FFAG and show its implementation in PyZgoubi.
& 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).

1. Introduction

The fixed-field alternating-gradient (FFAG) accelerator, conceived
independently by Ohkawa, Kolomensky and Symon in the early 1950s
[1–4], is a ring particle accelerator which differs from a cyclotron in
that the field gradient alternates in sign during a particle orbit, giving
strong focusing in both planes of transverse motion. Similar to
cyclotrons, FFAGs allow high-intensity beams to be rapidly acceler-
ated. FFAGs may be advantageous in several applications: accelerating
unstable particles such as muons, where the FFAG offers both a much
smaller acceleration time and a larger beam acceptance than a syn-
chrotron [5,6]; accelerating intense proton beams to c GeV energies
for applications such as spallation neutron production or to drive
accelerator-driven subcritical reactors, where cyclotron designs have
been found to be difficult [7,8]; production of either protons or light
ions for hadron therapy, where the high (c kHz) extraction rate may
allow better pulse-by-pulse variation of the delivered energy to a
patient [9–12].

Until recently all FFAGs were of the scaling type [13] in which the
transverse focusing is kept constant during the acceleration cycle;
scaling optics are achieved by using an appropriate variation of mag-
netic field with radius and hence with energy, since the particles

move significantly within the accelerator magnets during acceleration.
The close-to-constant number of transverse betatron oscillations per
turn (called the ring tune) allows for stable motion of the particles and
in particular the avoidance of destructive resonance effects; several
test proton FFAGs have been demonstrated in recent years [14]. More
recently, non-scaling FFAG designs have been proposed which dis-
pense with the scaling condition to obtain both smaller apertures
within the magnets and a much less restrictive magnetic field profile
[15]. Such non-scaling designs typically require that several reso-
nances are traversed by a bunch as it accelerates. The smaller and
simpler magnet designs have led to several proposals for their use
which include the PAMELA (Proton Accelerator for MEdicaL Applica-
tions) design study for particle therapy [16]. The first demonstration
of a non-scaling FFAG was recently made using the EMMA (Electron
Machine with Many Applications) experiment [17–19].

The fact that a particle's radial orbit changes significantly within
the accelerator magnets means that their simulation differs from
that required in many other accelerator design codes. For example,
codes for the simulation of synchrotrons (for example MAD [20,21]
or Elegant [22]) make paraxial or other approximations that assume
that particles stay close to some reference trajectory. In contrast,
particle motion in FFAGs involves both large particle amplitudes
and large energy changes; transverse particle amplitudes in modern
synchrotrons are typically �1 mm or less whereas FFAG designs
may have particle motion up to �1 m and the radial orbit shift can
be of the order tens of centimetres. Likewise, some FFAG designs
(for example those for muon acceleration) aim at accommodating
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energy changes of a factor of two or even more, much larger than
the �1% energy changes typically modelled in synchrotron designs.
A suitable code to describe particle motion in an FFAG therefore
needs to correctly implement such features as high-order magnetic
multipoles, the effect of (perhaps curved) pole face edge angles, and
to realistically model the fringe fields at the magnet ends. In
particular it is useful to be able to model realistic fields interpolated
from magnetostatic modelling data.

Zgoubi is an established particle tracking code originally
developed for studying spectrometers [23,24], and which satisfies
the particle tracking requirements for a wide range of accelerator
simulations including that of FFAGs. Its ray-tracing method is
suitable for tracking particles over a wide range of energies within
complex magnets, and so it has become popular for studies of
FFAGs. Due to the wide range of novel FFAG designs currently
being considered for various applications and the large parameter
spaces of those designs, a flexible design framework which adds
suitable abstraction and functionality to an underlying tracking
code is desirable.

In this work we have developed a framework around Zgoubi called
PyZgoubi, which gives important capabilities for FFAG design and
optimisation as well as functionality which simplifies layout visualisa-
tion and data analyses. In Section 2 we introduce the PyZgoubi
framework, including its capabilities, structure and input format.
The core of PyZgoubi is a set of Python classes that wrap the elements
and routines of Zgoubi; this abstraction of the underlying Zgoubi
engine enables complex studies to be performed and enables the use
of external numerical libraries. For example, we take advantage of
well-understood downhill simplex methods in Python to optimise a
range of lattice parameters to obtain a desired working point. In
Section 3 we describe in detail an algorithm developed in PyZgoubi
for defining dynamic aperture (DA) in an FFAG and show its suitability
for studying stability in FFAGs. In Section 4 we apply some of the
routines we have developed in PyZgoubi to a comprehensive case
study of the PAMELA FFAG lattice [16], including tune optimisation,
DA studies and the effect of magnet misalignments on the optics
and DA.

2. The PyZgoubi framework

2.1. Structure of PyZgoubi

Zgoubi is the most widely used code for simulating FFAGs
[25,26] and has been used for several designs, such as EMMA
[19,27], PAMELA [16] and RACCAM [28]. It also has applications
outside FFAGs: for example it has been used for spin tracking in
the AGS Synchrotron [29]. The motion of particles in Zgoubi is
determined by direct integration of the Lorentz equation of motion
using a Taylor expansion of the local electromagnetic field and its
derivatives up to sixth order. The fields are evaluated at the
particle location at every step through a magnet, so that dynamics
at large amplitudes are correctly modelled. This ray-tracing
method is described in detail in the Zgoubi Manual [30].

In common with other accelerator codes, the magnetic and ele-
ctric fields generated by each accelerator component in a parti-
cular design may be obtained either analytically from one of a pre-
defined set of magnetic or accelerating element definitions, or by
interpolation of a user-provided field map. In both cases elements
may be used repeatedly and placed with respect to a reference
trajectory, and the field descriptions may be truncated into a
variety of shapes with associated field fall-offs. The analytic
magnet model elements include standard accelerator multipoles,
with both rectangular and sector shape options. Magnet faces can
have additional wedge angles, straight or curved faces, and may
include fringe fields.

Zgoubi is controlled using a keyword-based text input file to
define the lattice of accelerator elements and which, when run,
produces a number of output files. Keywords include both mag-
netic and other beamline elements, for example DIPOLE and
QUADRUPO for a magnetic dipole or quadrupole, and CAVITE for
a radio-frequency accelerating cavity. The keyword REBELOTE can
be used to repeat beamline sections, and can also be used for
example to simulate multi-turn injection or to repeat a line with
parameters adjusted. The particle generator OBJET defines a
bunch of particles, where for example PARTICUL defines the
parameters of a particle (charge and species, etc.). When tracking
particles, control commands may be used such as MATRIX to
calculate a transfer matrix, or TWISS to calculate the optical
properties of the lattice. However, the format of the results output
from using functions such as these can be complicated and
difficult to use without post-processing. Fig. 1 shows an example
of the input script to make a simple FODO cell and find the transfer
matrix for a single energy. It should be noted that all numbers
after a given key-word such as QUADRUPO must be entered in the
correct order so that Zgoubi may interpret them correctly. Fig. 2
shows the results that are printed to the screen after running the
script in Fig. 1 in Zgoubi; the transfer matrix for the single energy
defined in Fig. 1 is shown. Zgoubi also has some ability to optimise
a lattice design, for example the FIT routine can be used to adjust
certain beta function values within a set of magnets; however we
will show that PyZgoubi has a much larger scope for lattice
optimisation where a larger range of parameters may be
optimised.

PyZgoubi [31] is an accelerator design framework built around
Zgoubi and its underlying tracking engine. It simplifies the use of
Zgoubi, streamlines the input and output process and adds many
high-level tools and capabilities. The use of a higher-level frame-
work abstracts away from the tracking and enables the construc-
tion of sophisticated analyses, visualisation and optimisation of
accelerator lattices. The core of PyZgoubi is a Python library that
provides classes for each element available in Zgoubi. These cla-
sses can be combined together to form a line object, representing a
beamline, upon which PyZgoubi operations can be performed.
PyZgoubi also contains a utility module with a set of routines for
common tasks such as finding closed orbits and computing lattice
functions.

In particular, PyZgoubi simplifies the use of Zgoubi by allowing the
creation of simpler input files. For example in Zgoubi one must
explicitly write every part of the lattice and particle beam, including
record points, and control elements in a contiguous text file where the
user must know the order of each parameter after a keyword. In
PyZgoubi, the user only needs to specify the magnetic lattice using the
geometry and magnetic field parameters, etc.; the required particle
generators, recording options and Zgoubi input file structure are
created automatically. Hence, PyZgoubi requires significantly less code
to create a lattice and to find its properties when compared to Zgoubi.
This becomes advantageous when, for example, the user wishes to
iterate over a given lattice many times under different conditions. For
example, scanning the properties of a given lattice over the energy
range requires the user to define only the lattice definition and the
energy range in PyZgoubi; the lattice is created automatically for each
instance of the particle energy to be tested, and the output can be
grouped as the user defines, for example the beta function at a given
location as a function of energy.

PyZgoubi can also be used merely as an interface to the built-in
commands of Zgoubi, so no features of Zgoubi are restricted by use of
PyZgoubi. In PyZgoubi the user still has the advantage of program-
ming constructs (e.g. maths and conditionals) and the ability to load
output files into arrays for analysis. Interfacing to new elements in
Zgoubi requires only a simple text definition to be given, as described
in the manual.

S. Tygier et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 775 (2015) 15–2616



2.2. PyZgoubi input, execution and output

PyZgoubi is written in portable Python, using external libraries
such as SciPy [32]; the code's structure is shown in Fig. 3. PyZgoubi

is free and open source, it is available to download from its webpage
[31] and is installed using the standard Python Distutils method.
The .tar.gz installer can be downloaded from the website [31] and
installed with the command ./setup.py install. Zgoubi can be

Fig. 1. An example Zgoubi input file, showing the definition of elements and associated parameters for a basic FODO cell. For example, on the 3rd line ‘458.155’ specifies the
reference rigidity of the beam in kG cm, this is the fundamental variable for momentum used throughout the tracking. On the 3rd to last line, MATRIX specifies the desired
type of output. The user must pay attention to the order of the numbers entered after each keyword, as they are read using a FORTRAN formatted read statement, for
example PARTICUL (the particle species keyword) where the 5 proceeding numbers (separated by white space or a comma) represent the particle mass in MeV/c2, the
particle charge in coulombs, the gyromagnetic factor, the centre-of-mass lifetime and an unused variable. The set of numbers following the keyword QUADRUPO specifies the
quadrupole parameters and is explained in reference [24].

Fig. 2. An example of the output generated by running the input file in Fig. 1 where the keyword MATRIX is used to generate the transfer matrix through the cell or lattice.
The transfer matrix for a periodic cell is shown under the heading ‘TRANSFER MATRIX ORDRE 1’, and the optics matrix expressed in terms of the optics parameters α, β and γ

is shown under the heading ‘Beam matrix and periodic dispersion’.
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installed independently, or automatically using the command
pyzgoubi –install-zgoubi. PyZgoubi is compatible with Zgoubi
5.1, as well as the current development version from SourceForge,
and automatically recognises the changes in output formats
between versions. Some PyZgoubi features require features in the
development version. A settings file is created at /̃pyzgoubi/

settings.ini which can be used to customise some behaviours
of PyZgoubi.

To run PyZgoubi the user creates an input script, written within
standard Python syntax. The simplest script is to define a set of
magnets, define a line containing those magnets and then call a
utility function to calculate properties of the line. To run a script,
for example FODO.py, one uses the command pyzgoubi FODO.

py. This simple script example is shown in Fig. 4. In order to
represent an accelerator the user defines a set objects which each
represent accelerator components such as magnets, and a Line

object to contain them in the specified order. A Line object can
contain repeated elements or even other lines in order to simplify
definition of periodic or repeating structures. This Line object can
then be used as an argument in a function which calculates
properties of the cell and returns a results object which can easily
be accessed and analysed in Python.

When the PyZgoubi run method is called, a Zgoubi input file is
automatically created in the correct format and Zgoubi is run.
Zgoubi can be run many times from a single PyZgoubi script for
sophisticated analyses and applications. The content of Zgoubi's
output files can then be accessed through a results object. This in
itself provides a convenient interface to Zgoubi that allows the full
features of Python, such as calculations, looping and reading or
writing files, which ease lattice creation and data analysis.

PyZgoubi adds much flexibility to Zgoubi. The programmability
of the input scripts allows the users to easily extend the built in
abilities, without having to modify Zgoubi or PyZgoubi. Other
Python libraries can also be included to add additional features, for
example custom plotting, data analysis or interfacing. PyZgoubi
allowed the implementation of an online modelling system which
interfaced to an accelerator controls system [27]. It can also be
used to add new physics modelling to a Zgoubi model, such as
space charge [33].

PyZgoubi adds some additional overhead in execution time and
memory use compared to just using Zgoubi; this is due to using
the Python language which is interpreted at runtime, having to
read and write files to communicate with Zgoubi and in some
cases having to run the Zgoubi program multiple times from with
a single PyZgoubi script. The time overhead is typically small
except for Zgoubi simulations that themselves only have short run
times, for example if only a small number of particles are tracked
through a simple accelerator lattice.

To minimise communication time PyZgoubi can use a RAM disk
(e.g. /dev/shm or /tmp on Linux) for files and can read and write
Zgoubi's binary file formats.

As a comparison of run times, an iterative closed orbit search for a
PAMELA cell was performed both with PyZgoubi (using the find_-
closed_orbit function) and with Zgoubi (using the FIT2 keyword).
The same starting point was used (an initial particle offset about
1.2 cm from the closed orbit to be found), and tolerances in each
method (PyZgoubi and Zgoubi) were set to obtain a closed orbit to
less than 0:1 μm. PyZgoubi was found to take around twice as long as
Zgoubi, but both methods obtain an accurate closed orbit in well
under a second; over 5 runs Zgoubi averaged 142.2 ms (best 138 ms)
whilst PyZgoubi averaged 278.4 ms (best 275 ms).

PyZgoubi also offers a find_closed_orbit_range function
which allows a search range to be given for cases where an
approximate closed orbit is not known. This cannot be done with
the FIT routine in Zgoubi. PyZgoubi also allows multiple stages of
optimisation within a single script, where the closed orbit can be
re-found at each iteration; this can be useful, for example, when
optimising an accelerator geometry. However, the FIT routine can
be called from PyZgoubi if its performance is required.

When tracking large numbers of particles PyZgoubi offers a
‘bunch’ module which allows transfer of particles as binary rather
than ASCII data to improve performance and memory usage; it
also allows the splitting of a set of particles over multiple Zgoubi
run instances to make use of multiple CPU cores if they are
available, giving shorter run times than using a single instance of
Zgoubi. In the case of DA studies – where a particle is typically

Python

SciPy NumPy

FORTRAN

Zgoubi

PyZgoubi

Pyzgoubi
Utilities

User scripts Other codes

Fig. 3. Relation of PyZgoubi to Zgoubi and the user scripts. PyZgoubi is built on
Python, which utilises scientific libraries such as SciPy, and the underlying engine
Zgoubi. The user can build scripts on top of PyZgoubi to take advantage of the
utilities and other external codes.

Fig. 4. An example PyZgoubi script, showing the definition of elements and the extraction of cell properties for a basic FODO cell.
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tracked for many turns – the overhead from PyZgoubi is small
compared to the large time spent tracking within Zgoubi.

2.3. Lattice definition, characterisation and optimisation

PyZgoubi has many methods and functions that may define,
manipulate, study and optimise an accelerator lattice. Lattice
elements such as dipoles and quadrupoles are defined as objects
(with default arguments for many parameters) which may be
joined into a beamline object, Line. These objects, representing
entire rings or single cells, can be passed as function arguments
and fully parameterised in terms of their lattice properties for
subsequent optimisation operations.

One of the core functions of PyZgoubi is the get_cell_pro-
perties() function in the get cell properties (gcp) module. This
function takes a lattice cell, range of energies and a particle type
and finds the single particle closed orbits at each energy by
tracking a particle over multiple turns at each energy, taking the
mean position in transverse phase space and iterating until the
cell-to-cell oscillation is minimised below some defined tolerance.
The function get_cell_properties() then finds parameters
such as the transfer matrices, betatron tunes, time of flight, and
path length around the closed orbit, calculated at each energy. The
majority of the optimisation and visualisation functions in PyZ-
goubi require an initial call to get_cell_properties(). The
functions cell_properties_table() and plot_cell_pro-
perties() can then be used to output the parameters as text
or plots. An example of the use of the functions get_cell_pro-
perties() and plot_cell_properties() is shown in Fig. 4.
Lattice plots (visualisation of the beam dynamics laid over the
geometrical layout of magnets) can be created with the plot_-
cell_tracks() and plot_cell_field() functions. Magnetic
fields may be obtained by tracking test particles with a very high
beam rigidity ðBρÞ though the lattice and then interpolating
between the measurement points, where the magnetic field is
recorded.

To find a stable lattice that meets desired requirements,
PyZgoubi is able to carry out scans of lattice parameters such as
the magnet field strengths or their positions, or to vary beam
parameters whilst calculating the resultant lattice properties
including those related to the beam dynamics. For example, to
find the range of possible working points (pairs of ring tunes Qx

and Qy that have stable focusing properties) in an FFAG like
PAMELA, scans may be made of the magnetic field gradient (or
index), k, and the ratio of the F to D magnetic field strengths at the
reference radius [34]. Key parameters for the PAMELA lattice can
be found in Table 1. For each point in this parameter space – i.e. for
a given set of magnet strengths – a lattice is created. PyZgoubi can
also determine the one-turn transfer matrices Mx and My for
transverse motion in each plane with respect to each closed orbit,
where the occurrence of linear stability of motion in each plane is
checked via the relations ∣TrðMxÞ∣o2 and ∣TrðMyÞ∣o2.

As previously mentioned, an important abstraction in the
PyZgoubi framework is the ability to perform optimisation, which
may be used to adjust the lattice to achieve certain goals. This can
be used for matching, which is the optimisation task wherein the
magnet parameters are changed to obtain specific properties
such as (for example) beam sizes at a given location, to obtain
more general properties such as minimising the variation of orbit
radius with energy, or – as will be discussed below – to maximise
the dynamic aperture. As is usual, optimisation proceeds by
defining an objective function (penalty function) that quantifies
how good a given lattice configuration is compared to some
desired goals, weighted according to the importance of each
parameter such as the tunes, required magnet apertures, and so
forth. Each lattice configuration comprises an input vector of

parameters from which a lattice description may be constructed,
and from which the penalty function value may then be obtained.
Optimisation routines may be then used from the external library
SciPy [32] – such as an implementation of the downhill simplex,
Powell or basin hopping methods – to minimise the penalty
function by optimising the input vector over the configuration
space.

Compared to the built-in Zgoubi function FIT, PyZgoubi offers
more flexible use of input parameters and allows a wider range of
optimisation criteria. For example, a set of field multipoles could
be calculated using an arithmetic expression; the penalty function
can be arbitrarily defined, for example it could contain the orbit or
tune excursion over a range of energies or expressions to optimise
an output to be above or below a value; and there is a wide range
of possible minimisation functions. In contrast, to customise the
penalty functions available in Zgoubi the source to the FIT routine
must be edited and recompiled. An example of such an optimisa-
tion function in PyZgoubi is given in Fig. 5 where an input vector of
parameters is optimised and the output vector is returned.

A particular issue with accelerator optimisation is that small
changes in the lattice configuration (e.g. the focusing gradients) can
take a lattice from a stable to unstable condition, i.e. such that
∣TrðMÞ∣o2 is no longer true, and thereby lead to a situation where
other properties such as the tune or closed orbit become undefined.
The penalty function definition must account for this so that the
optimisation routine may still find stable configurations; in regions
away from the conditions of stable motion, the values of TrðMxÞ and
TrðMyÞ can be determined in some cases and thereby provide a
suitable gradient of the penalty function over the configuration
such that the optimisation routine may act. PyZgoubi's flexibility
allows different expressions to be used for the penalty function
depending on the stability of the lattice.

2.4. Lab frame plotting

Zgoubi tracks particles in the local coordinate systems of the
beamline elements. This reference line is usually not a closed orbit.
However, it can also be useful to obtain data from the lattice
model, in order to view the arrangement of magnets and the
tracks of particles, in global lab frame coordinates, in other words
Cartesian coordinates.

Zgoubi includes a plotting utility ZPOP [30], which is capable of
producing lab frame plots as well as plots of other tracking results, and
it also provides some analysis tools. However it is menu driven and
therefore difficult to script – for example if multiple plots are required
from a single run – and has limited style and output format options.
PyZgoubi provides a wider range of plotting options that can be
automated into a script. PyZgoubi is able to draw the magnets overlaid
with a visualisation of their strength and the resultant trajectories of
particle tracks; it takes into account changes to the reference
trajectory both due to wedge angles on the magnets and from any
CHANGREF directives; CHANGREF is a pseudo-element in Zgoubi that

Table 1
PAMELA lattice parameters used in simulations.

Kinetic energy (MeV) 30–250
Reference radius r0 (m) 6.251
RF frequency (MHz) inj., ext. 1.92, 4.56
Rep. rate (kHz) 1
Cell tune νx, νy 0.72, 0.27
Field index k 38
Max. D field (T) �4.0
Max. F field (T) 4.25
Orbit excursion (m) 0.176
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explicitly defines a change of reference frame. Obtaining a magnet
layout in Cartesian coordinates is invaluable for verifying that a
particular lattice design is physically realisable (for example, that
there are no overlaps of magnets); to produce visualisations PyZgoubi
uses the Matplotlib library [35] for graphical output, which allows
output to many standard graphics formats as well as providing for on-
screen interactive plots. An example of lab-frame plotting of PyZgoubi
is shown in Fig. 6, which shows closed orbits through one cell of the
42-cell EMMA lattice.

2.5. Example of PyZgoubi FFAG analysis

To demonstrate the capabilities of the PyZgoubi framework we
model and optimise the medical accelerator design PAMELA [16].
The PAMELA design proposes two concentric FFAGs, the smaller of
which is designed to accelerate protons from a kinetic energy of
30–250 MeV. This FFAG has 12 repeating cells, each comprising an
F–D–F triplet of rectangular superconducting magnets. Each mag-
net is composed of a novel arrangement wherein multiple field
components (dipole, quadrupole, etc. up to decapole) are provided
each by dedicated superconducting electromagnet coils, whose
relative strength is used to obtain a variation of tune with energy
that is sufficiently small to avoid damaging resonance conditions
during an acceleration cycle [36]. The PAMELA magnets thereby
approximately provide a scaling condition [4,13], but where the
orbit radius change is still small. Fig. 7 shows the PAMELA cell
closed orbit for proton energies between 30 MeV and 250 MeV, as
obtained with PyZgoubi and using the configuration defined in
Table 1 where the magnets in the model had an Enge-type fringe-
field fall off [37,38] which was used to approximate the real fringe
field from a magnet.

The stability and orbit excursion of PAMELA depend on the
strengths and field index of the magnets as previously discussed.
In PAMELA the working point is chosen such that the horizontal
tune is above 0.5 per cell due to the relatively strong focussing,
which leads to a smaller orbit excursion [11,34]. PyZgoubi was
used to scan over a parameter space consisting of the magnet str-
engths, their gradients and their strength-ratio in order to mea-
sure the stability and lattice properties for each configuration.
Fig. 8 shows the resulting stability scan for PAMELA with colours
used to indicate the tune. A suitable working point can then be
selected and used as the initial condition for further optimisation,
for example to flatten the tune variation with energy by varying
higher-order magnetic multipole terms. More extensive results
can be found in reference [16,34].

3. Dynamic aperture algorithms for FFAGs.

We now consider the dynamic aperture of FFAGs and present
an algorithm, implemented in PyZgoubi, for its calculation. In most

B

Fig. 6. Closed orbit as a function of energy from 10 MeV to 20 MeV (top) and
magnetic fields obtained from PyZgoubi tracking data (bottom) in one cell of the
42-cell EMMA F–D doublet non-scaling FFAG lattice design [17]. The transverse
extent of the magnets is illustrative as there are no transverse boundaries in the
model, the extent of the field displayed depends on the range of test particles used
and can be controlled by the user.

Fig. 5. An example of an optimisation function in PyZgoubi using a SciPy down-hill simplex method to optimise a vector of input parameters, b0f (the field in the F magnet
at the reference radius), ratio_df (the ratio of the F=D magnetic fields at the reference radius) and k (the magnetic field index).
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simulations of particle accelerators the effective transverse restor-
ing force with respect to the closed orbit at some energy – which
arises from the alternating-gradient focusing – is expressed as an
expansion about that orbit since typically the magnets are of a
discrete nature, i.e. a single magnet predominantly provides a
single restoring force term over some range of the particle path s
along the design trajectory. This range over s is taken to be the
effective magnet length. For example, quadrupoles produce pre-
dominantly a linear restoring force for a transverse offset x from

the design trajectory, sextupoles provide restoring forces quadratic
in x, and so on. However, real magnets produce unwanted higher-
order terms in addition to their primary field component, and also
induce other focusing and nonlinear effects due to their finite
length and their use of entrance and exit magnet faces which may
lie at an angle to the plane normal to s.

The presence of nonlinearities in the restoring force can give rise
to unstable motion, and over a very large number of turns through
the accelerator a particle's motion may become unbounded regard-
less of its initial amplitude. However, for most practical purposes it
is found [39,40] that an approximate boundary exists between
stable and unstable motion, and the particle amplitude at which
this boundary occurs is termed the dynamic aperture by analogy
with the real physical machine aperture.

The period of time over which particles must be followed in
simulation to predict the dynamic aperture depends upon the
application of that accelerator. For example, in electron storage rings
the electron motion is damped due to synchrotron radiation emission
in a time equivalent to a few thousand turns; hence the particles need
only to be followed in simulation for a similar period, and the
resulting estimate of dynamic aperture predicts whether particles
will remain bounded for that time. In contrast, hadron storage rings
circulate particles for many millions of turns without significant
damping, which is both impractical to calculate and whose accuracy
suffers from numerical limitations; a smaller number of turns are
instead followed, with some assessment as to how that determined
dynamic aperture converges to the true case. FFAGs typically accel-
erate over a limited number of turns; for example, medical accelerator
designs such as PAMELA assume a time equivalent to �1000 turns.
This limited acceleration time allows a direct estimate of the dynamic
aperture over a full acceleration cycle, which we discuss next.

In the algorithm implemented here, we consider an initial
point in phase space to be stable if a particle tracked from there is
not lost during the number of turns in a full acceleration cycle;
simulation over a longer time can be carried out to obtain a more
precise determination of whether that particle is truly stable.

The tracking engine Zgoubi models the non-linear dynamics
within the ring. PyZgoubi uses several criteria to determine if
particle motion has become unbounded: firstly, a check is made
whether anomalous motion is occurring, for example if at large
amplitudes in the magnets particles are deflected more than
901 from the reference path through each element or if too many
particle tracking steps are attempted in a magnet, i.e. the trajec-
tory is not taking it to the exit face of the magnet; secondly,
unbounded motion can be detected as an increase in particle
amplitude beyond some chosen limit. Observation of both these
phenomena in simulation indicates that particular particle is not
stable and will be lost in reality. These stopping conditions are
inherited from the Zgoubi tracking engine.

The dynamic aperture is a measure of the largest stable particle
oscillation in the accelerator. It is more convenient to define the
dynamic aperture in terms of the amplitude of the oscillation rather
than the physical coordinates of the particle, as the amplitude is
independent of location around the ring. This amplitude can also be
directly related to emittance requirements for the injection system.
We are concerned with the ability of an accelerator to transport an
injected beam matched to the linear Courant–Snyder functions at the
injection point. Hence we define the amplitude by calculating the
linear action-angle variables Jx and its conjugate ϕx using the relation

x¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2βxJx

q
cosϕx

x0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Jx
βx

s
ð sinϕxþαx cosϕxÞ: ð1Þ

where x and x0 are the transverse phase space coordinates and βx and
αx are the Courant–Snyder parameters. From here we use Ax to

Fig. 7. PAMELA lattice cell showing closed orbits over the proton acceleration
range of 30–250 MeV. The solid boxes show the effective field boundaries of the
magnets and the dotted boxes show the integration region around the magnets.

Fig. 8. Stability scan for PAMELA when varying field index k and F–D ratio of the
magnetic field strengths, showing the horizontal and vertical tunes of configura-
tions which are stable in both planes. Tunes in each plane are indicated by colour.
The gaps are the regions not stable at all energies, around horizontal tunes of 1

2 and
2
3. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure caption, the reader is
referred to the web version of this paper.)
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represent the amplitude instead of the invariant of motion Jx which is
only valid in the linear case. Because we are only concerned with
injecting a linearly matched beam, this representation is considered to
be valid.

At large amplitudes, the non-linearities in an accelerator give
the transverse phase space a non-elliptical shape. Because we use
the linear definition of amplitude, it then becomes important to
consider in which direction we increase the single particle ampli-
tude in the transverse phase space when searching for the largest
stable oscillation. We then want to know the size of the largest
matched ellipse at injection, within which all the injected particles
are transported for a given number of turns around the accel-
erator. It is necessary therefore, to track a number of particles at
different phase space angles, as a single particle could give an
over-estimate depending on the shape of the distorted phase
space. Fig. 9 illustrates the horizontal dynamic aperture (zero
vertical amplitude) in PAMELA for 1000 turns at the injection
energy. If we were to increase the single particle orbit along the
positive x-axis alone, the dynamic aperture calculated would be an
over-estimate because a matched ellipse of that amplitude would
not be stably transported. Whilst it may be theoretically possible
to match an injected beam to higher order in order to increase
injection efficiency, in practice this is not done.

We sample the phase space angle at four points along x and x0

axes in the positive and negative directions from the closed orbit.
Additionally, in order to be as close to reality as possible, the
vertical coordinates of the particle should be considered simulta-
neously. Thus the amplitude in the orthogonal plane should also
be increased in a similar manner to the horizontal case. Hence
there are 16 combinations of single particle coordinates to test for
stability. For example, one combination might be to increase the
amplitude Ax by increasing the single particle coordinates ðþx;0Þ
in the horizontal direction and increasing Ay by increasing the
single particle coordinates along ð�y;0Þ in the vertical direction,
and so on. In order for an amplitude to be considered stable, we
require that all 16 combinations are stable at that amplitude.

Additionally, due to non-linearities in an FFAG it is clearly
important to consider the coupling between the horizontal and

vertical planes, i.e. where there is amplitude in the horizontal and
vertical planes. The DA can be parameterised in terms of ampli-
tude in both the horizontal and vertical planes by defining an
angle θDA between them, as shown in Fig. 10 where the left-hand
plot shows that when Ax¼Ay, θDA ¼ 451. In this picture, when
θDA ¼ 01 and θDA ¼ 901, these give what is commonly referred to as
the horizontal DA and vertical DA respectively. We calculate the
DA by taking the magnitude of the vector described by increasing
Ax and Ay along a line with angle θDA as shown in Fig. 10. Hence, for
a given θDA the amplitude Ax;y in the respective transverse planes
is given by

Ax ¼ ADA cos ðθDAÞ
Ay ¼ ADA sin ðθDAÞ: ð2Þ

It should be noted that when comparing the DA measured using
this method to the DA measured using other methods, it may be
necessary to include a normalisation factor of 1=

ffiffiffi
2

p
, as shown in the

central plot of Fig. 10. In order to investigate the effect of coupling in
the transverse phase space, the angle θDA may be scanned over a
given range as illustrated in the right-hand plot of Fig. 10. When
scanning θDA through 0–901, the minimum DA value could be taken
as a reasonable assumption of the realistic dynamic aperture for a
matched injected ellipse. It should be noted that the DA defined by an
angle of precisely 0 or 901 is unrealistic as they contain only horizontal
or vertical emittance respectively.

It is common to normalise the DA to the energy using the factor
βγ. This is done for all the results presented in this paper.

In PyZgoubi we have implemented the above 16-single-particle
method, and for θDA to be scanned in order to obtain detailed
information about the DA using the get_dynamic_aperture()
routine which is part of the get_cell_properties() function
set. The user may specify the number of turns over which to
measure the DA and the set of angles in θDA. The user can also
specify whether to use just one single particle orbit as opposed to
all 16. The DA is acquired by tracking each single particle orbit first
at the smallest amplitude (on the closed orbit) and stepping out in
user-defined steps until the particle is lost within the turn limit.
When this unstable amplitude is found, a smaller step size is then
used to bisect between the stable and unstable amplitudes until a
defined boundary is reached, within a user-defined resolution.
Single particle tracking from a range of amplitudes can then be
plotted to visualise the boundary between stable and unstable
motion and the deformation of phase space using the plot_dy-
namic_aperture() routine. Note we explicitly search for and
reject small islands of instability with a size below some user-
defined threshold.

4. Case study: PAMELA

4.1. Tune optimisation

We now apply PyZgoubi to a case study of the PAMELA FFAG,
exploiting the flexible framework to optimise the tune properties
of the lattice and study the dynamic aperture in the presence of
magnetic misalignments.

The basic model of PAMELA was established in Section 2. We
begin the case study by using the PyZgoubi optimisation frame-
work to reduce the tune variation over the energy range of the
machine. To avoid resonance crossings an FFAG must have a small
tune variation with energy, and PAMELA achieves this by setting
multipole magnet strengths to approximately follow the FFAG
scaling law, but attempts to achieve zero chromaticity (zero tune
variation); in practise there is a small non-zero tune variation [11].
PyZgoubi can be used to optimise this solution by adjusting the
multipole parameters. This is achieved with a penalty function

Fig. 9. Horizontal DA in PAMELA acquired by single particle tracking in Zgoubi at
the injection energy of 30 MeV. The phase space is distorted by the sextupole non-
linearly, giving the triangular shape. Blue points represent single particle tracks
which survived 1000 turns in the simulation and red points outside the acceptance
region represent the points on orbits which did not survive 1000 turns. Red ellipses
illustrate matched elliptical beams at injection for different amplitudes. The black
points where the red ellipses intersect the axes represent stable single-particle
trajectories at these amplitudes. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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that minimises the tune variation over the machine energy range,
while keeping the mean tune constant and following the PyZgoubi
optimisation functionality described in Section 2.

The result of this procedure is shown in Fig. 11, which shows
the tune variation as a function of energy before and after
optimisation and shows that the optimised lattice has a smaller
spread in tune than the standard lattice. The required adjustments
to the multipole coefficients were up to around 5% for the octupole
case and 1% for decapole, and provide flatter tunes or a potentially
simplified magnet design for a constant tune variation with
energy. This optimised lattice and any other user-defined optimi-
sation are readily obtained with the PyZgoubi framework.

4.2. Dynamic aperture calculation

We calculated the dynamic aperture using the PyZgoubi inter-
face and the methods described in Section 3. The dynamic
aperture was scanned as a function of horizontal and vertical tune
with the tune values acquired by varying the dipole component of
the defocussing magnet and the ratio of the defocusing magnet
strength to the focussing magnet strength (F=D ratio). The results
can be seen in Fig. 12, which shows the dynamic aperture for dif-
ferent values of horizontal and vertical tune respectively using
different combinations of starting conditions. In the upper plot,
‘prtcl ðþx;0Þ’ shows the DA calculated by increasing the single
particle coordinates along only the positive x axis from the closed
orbit shown in Fig. 9 and when θDA ¼ 45○.

The results in Fig. 12 are consistent with those in references
[11,16,41] and while the results in these references were also
calculated with PyZgoubi, they used a different DA calculation
method and routine. The same applies to the vertical direction in
the lower plot. The data labelled ‘prtcl ð0; þx0Þ’ and ‘prtcl ð0; þy0Þ’
show that the dynamic aperture is lower when we increase the
single particle coordinates along a different axis in transverse
phase space. We can also see that the method of using all 16
combinations described in Section 3 gives us the minimum DA.
The minimum DA is important if we want to be confident that all
particles within a defined DA limit will survive the specified
number of turns rather than just some of them. This comprehen-
sive algorithm in PyZgoubi allows us to be confident of the true
minimum of the quantity.

One lattice configuration was chosen to illustrate the contribu-
tions from vertical and horizontal DA; this lattice had a horizontal
and vertical tune of 0.725 and 0.293 respectively. In Fig. 13 the
contribution to the DA in each transverse plane is described by the
vector in the 2D space of the plot and the angle between the two
components, θDA; the red point shows the DA when θDA ¼ 451.
Fig. 13 shows the potential importance of coupling resonances in
the transverse planes when calculating the DA; in this case the
minimum DA is realised when θDA ¼ 451. If there was no coupling

then the DA vector would not depend on θDA, however for the case
in Fig. 13 it clearly does. It is reasonable in the case of PAMELA to
assume that the injection emittance is a similar magnitude in the
horizontal and vertical planes and therefore the 451 DA is a good
estimate to use for a machine design. For other machines with a
non-round beam, other angles may need to be considered.

4.3. Dynamic aperture and optics studies with magnet
misalignments

We next use PyZgoubi to go beyond the established DA calculatio-
ns of PAMELA and study the impact of the dynamic aperture in the
presence of magnet misalignments. These unavoidable errors will
limit the available dynamic aperture if a machine is built and
commissioned. Fifty sets of random horizontal magnet misalignments
were introduced to all 36 magnets in the PAMELA lattice with a
Gaussian distribution of width σH truncated at 3σH . The width σH of
the distribution was varied from 10 to 100 μm in steps of 10 μm,
corresponding to typical alignment inaccuracies obtained in an
accelerator. The optics and the dynamic aperture as a function of
the error width were computed in the PyZgoubi framework.

The horizontal tune, vertical tune and the closed orbit distor-
tion for the injection energy of 30 MeV were obtained as a
function of σH and can be seen in Figs. 14 and 15 respectively.
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Fig. 10. DA is illustrated by increasing Ax and Ay until the particle is lost within a turn limit, and is represented in these 2D plots by black points which create a vector (joined
by a red line) with angle θDA. The middle plot shows the importance of normalising the DA vector by 1=

ffiffiffi
2

p
when comparing it with other methods, as is often the convention.

The right-hand plot illustrates how the DA may vary with θDA. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of
this paper.)

Fig. 11. Horizontal and vertical cell tunes as a function of energy for PAMELA, using
approximate results from the literature [11,16] (dashed) and PyZgoubi optimised
(solid) using multipole components up to octupole (blue) and decapole (green).
Using PyZgoubi to optimise the multipole components of the magnetic fields it is
clear to see that the tune variation has been reduced. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version
of this paper.)
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Fig. 14 shows the horizontal and vertical tune as a function of the
horizontal misalignment and indicates that as alignment errors
become larger, the tune can wander further from the target value
and hence encounter undesired resonances. The origin of this tune
shift is due to the closed orbit distortion in the non-linear fields of
the PAMELA cell. This is important when designing an FFAG, so we
are able to understand what errors can be tolerated given a tune
shift limit.

The closed orbit distortion (COD) shown in Fig. 15 in the presence
of the misalignment errors is calculated by finding the difference
between the closed orbit in an error-free lattice and the standard
deviation of the orbit in the lattice containing errors. The figure shows
a linear increase in the closed orbit distortion on average over 50
seeds, as a function of σH . The amplification factor A is calculated as
the gradient of the linear fit (as in reference [16]) i.e.

A¼ δCOD
δσ

ð3Þ

where COD and σ are the closed orbit distortion and the width of the
error alignments respectively. The value obtained for the amplification
factor is 4 in the case shown in Fig. 15 where the simulated injection
energy of 30 MeV was used. In reference [16] the amplification factor
is 6 for the PAMELA lattice shown, however this value is taken over
the acceleration range from 30 to 250 MeV and so we expect it to be
larger due to the tune change (although small) during acceleration

x
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D
A

y

A
D
A

Fig. 12. The dynamic aperture for different values of horizontal and vertical cell
tune using different combinations of starting conditions. In the top and bottom
plots, ‘prtcl ðþx;0Þ’ and ‘prtcl ðþy;0Þ’ indicate the dynamic aperture calculated by
increasing the single particle coordinates along the axis shown in Fig. 9. The data
labelled ‘All 16 comb.’ indicates the 16 combinations used to acquire the minimum
dynamic aperture estimate. The dynamic aperture values are scaled by 1=

ffiffiffi
2

p
in

order to compare with the results in references [11,16,41].

J y

Jx
Fig. 13. The dynamic aperture acquired by tracking particles with different values
of the horizontal and vertical amplitudes; each point represents a different θDA . The
red point shows the “451” DA value where θDA ¼ 451. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version
of this paper.)

Fig. 14. The horizontal and vertical cell tune as a function of the horizontal magnet
misalignment errors with a distribution of width σH . Grey crosses show the
individual seed value and the black points show the mean.
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and the resonances crossed or approached in the PAMELA tune range.
This orbit amplification factor A can be used to fix a maximum
magnet alignment tolerance for some required maximum COD.

In Fig. 16 the DA as a function of σH is shown. The analysis
shows that as the error width σH increases, the dynamic aperture
reduces and the reduction in the mean over the seeds (black
points) is broadly linear in this case. The reduction of the dynamic
aperture in the presence of misalignment errors is an important
lattice property in the design and optimisation of the FFAG and can
be used to define a tolerance on the magnet misalignment for
some required machine DA.

In summary, the dynamic aperture of an accelerator like the
PAMELA FFAG can be conveniently analysed with the PyZgoubi
framework and the tolerance of the machine to magnet misalign-
ments can be well studied using comprehensive algorithms.

Furthermore, lattice optimisation was demonstrated using the exam-
ple of optimising the tune shift as a function of energy by changing
the multipole components of the magnets.

5. Concluding remarks

In this paper we presented and described the PyZgoubi frame-
work and discussed its suitability for tracking, designing and
optimising novel FFAGs. We showed the simpler input and output
format and how this allows for easier analysis and visualisation of
FFAG lattices, as well as the potential for comprehensive optimisa-
tion of a wide range of lattice parameters may be carried out. We
discussed a robust method for defining and measuring dynamic
aperture in an FFAG and showed its implementation in PyZgoubi
when applied to the PAMELA lattice. The focus of this work was
the transverse dynamic aperture, giving a rigorous algorithm, and
the development of the tools. Longitudinal effects are a topic for
future work. We also showed how scripts can be used in PyZgoubi
to optimise the tune variation and dynamic aperture in a lattice.
The modular, object-oriented framework of PyZgoubi allows for
further evolution of the code where users may define new
functions and routines for lattice definition and optimisation;
this allows PyZgoubi to be tailored to suit many accelerator
design needs.

PyZgoubi aims to be a general purpose interface to the Zgoubi
tracking code. New features have been added in order to facilitate
the work presented in this paper. The authors will continue to
develop PyZgoubi for future applications, for example to extend
the DA routines to include longitudinal effects. A test suite is
included in PyZgoubi, which can be used to check that changes in
Zgoubi do not effect the communication between the codes.
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